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While summer ushers in carefree attitudes and an almost endless number of social events to partake in, fall tends to get us back on a schedule.
With the break in temperature, almost like flicking a switch, our wardrobe changes as well: From shorts to jeans, sleeveless to cardigans, and of

course, from sandals to boots! Some people call it fall, others call it autumn. Many of us however, refer to it simply as “boot season.” With
options appropriate for work and weekend, we’re always grateful to find a style perfect for running errands, shopping at the market, or even
brunch with friends. You know the type, casual styles that do not eliminate our obvious fashion sense, but still comfortably enable us to do

everything necessary in a busy day. If this is the boots you’ve been searching for, Miz Mooz has great styles, each with a barely there wedge
you’re sure to love:

Otis Wedge Boot

The elasticized faux laces on the Miz Mooz Otis Wedge Boot in black not only add visual appeal, but support as well, and the faux fur lining
keeps your feet warm regardless of the weather. These boots are easy to wear with a pair of skinny jeans, turtleneck and wool peacoat.

 

Bloom Wedge Boot

Traditional boot choices typically have us choosing between black or brown. While you can never go wrong with either of those colors, these
deep berry hued Miz Mooz Bloom Wedge Boots easily pair with all of your neutral outfits. While these would easily work with skinny jeans or

leggings, you can also try mixing it up with an A-line skirt instead.

October Wedge Boot
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https://www.infinityshoes.com/search?brands=miz-mooz
http://www.infinityshoes.com/Miz-Mooz-Womens-Otis-Wedge-Boot-3243.html
http://www.infinityshoes.com/Miz-Mooz-Bloom-2963.html
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The laces on the Miz Mooz October Wedge Boots show off the slightest Victorian vibe making these must-haves! These would be sharp worn
with cream, however, they are also a great brown to pair with black (yes, black!).

This fall, there is no reason to compromise style for comfort while out-and-about in your day-to-day activities. These Miz Mooz boots give you
stylish options that you will especially love when you are on your feet all the live long day. Your feet will thank you! www.infinityshoes.com
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